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Unlock It! is a fun 
adventure challenge for 
all ages. Using your feet, 
problem-solving ability 
and teamwork, follow the 
clues to reveal a set of 
letters. Once you have all 
the letters, unscramble 
them to form the keyword 
that solves this Unlock It!

Keyword Hint: Unlock It! 
can be a great way to build 
a stronger…

Lakefront Park, 
Hudson, WI
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The answers to the clues below reveal key letters needed to solve your Unlock It! adventure.
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Start at the iconic archway (Walnut & 1st St.). What is the last of the big letters you see on the arch?

Head south until you find the old depot building, now a local shop. Once the heart of transportation during Hudson’s 
logging era, the depot still has its original metal siding. What shiny color was it when first installed?

Walk the park trails and grasses past the volleyball courts. How many blue benches surround the two courts? 
Which charitable organization donated them?

Make your way back on the path closest to the river. Near the flagpole, find the big tree most recognizable by its large 
green leaves and long hanging fruits. What species is this tree (look for signs)?

Head toward Minnesota by crossing the historic toll bridge (yes, all the way). From the sandy beach on the other side, look 
back to Hudson. What architectural structures do you see above the trees?

Get ready to concentrate as you come back across the bridge. Count the exact number of green light poles. How many are there? 
Now subtract from your answer, the number of benches from Clue 3

Time for some exercise. Just past the beach, find the fitness playground and do at least 3 activities. What is the 
dominant color in the larger vertical posts of the equipment?

Take the nature trail north to its end where you come upon old pump house #        . Spell out the number.

Getting back near the park, across from the bandshell, you’ll see this important building in Hudson.

Go uphill and find the monument at 1113 1st Street. Hundreds of years before his arrival in Hudson, numerous Native Ameri-
can tribes called the St. Croix River Valley home. What was the name of this settler?

Riding your bike to Hudson? You might use this cool bike rack while getting a bite to eat. Find it to reveal 
the name (hidden behind green in the photo) of a non-profit that adds to the quality of life in Hudson.

When Hudson launched the first scouting camp in the midwest in 1910, it was just the       scouting camp ever  
in the United States.
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Congratulations! 
Use the QR 
code to submit 
the keyword 
for a chance to 
win fun prizes. 
Or visit the 
website below.

ymcanorth.org/unlock-it-keyword
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Carry down the letters from the clues above into the placeholder shown for each clue #. 

Now complete your Unlock It! adventure by unscrambling the letters into your keyword.

What letter is that number in the alphabet?(light poles)  - (benches) =

The Center for the


